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Abstract
This article takes an ethnographic approach to examine how Muslim public persona of 
diasporic artists employ stereotypical cultural signs of the Muslim to manifest and challenge the 
dichotomy of so-called immigrant and host culture. Considering the performative Muslimness 
of artistic self-exposure and practices, this study examines how self-design can visually 
challenge the nativist sense of belonging while reclaiming and redefining North American 
identity in Canada and the US. I contend that aesthetic Muslimness reflects an individualized 
version of Islam that confronts both the supposedly unified group identity of diasporic Muslim 
inner communities and broader social cohesion projects based on identity thinking. Such 
particular artistic initiative brings forward alternative ways of fostering mutual understanding 
of individuals from diverse communities countering misrecognition in the inner and broader 
community. Thereby, the article reveals how a subaltern case of Muslim identification with 
artistic public persona associates with a visual sense of dissonant cultural belonging to diverge 
from precepts of assigned group identity. 
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Öz
Bu makale, kendilerini Müslüman olarak tanımlayan diasporik sanatçıların sanatçı personasını, 
sözde göçmen ve ev sahibi kültür ikilemini vurgulamak için nasıl kullandığını etnografik bir 
yaklaşımla inceler. Araştırma,  sanatçı personasının Müslüman görsel kimlik ile birleştirilmesine 
odaklanmaktadır.  Kuzey Amerika özelinde kimlik siyasetin sanatsal eleştirisini analiz eder. 
Bireyci sanatçının grup kimliklerinden ayrılmak için kültürel görsel betimlemelerden ne 
şekillerde yararlandığını gösterir. Kanada ve ABD’deki sanat ve kültürel etkinliklerden yola 
çıkılarak grup kimliği dışında öznel bir Müslümanlık tanımının nasıl “azınlıkta azınlık” 
konumu ifade ettiğini ortaya çıkarır. Böylelikle makale, azınlık ve çoğunluk olarak tanımlanan 
farklı etnik-kültürel topluluk bireylerinin karşılıklı anlayışını geliştirmenin kimlik politikasına 
alternatif yollarını sorgular. 

Anahtar Sözcükler: Diyaspora, sanatçı, Kanada, Amerika Birleşik Devletleri, Müslüman, 
kimlik siyaseti

JEL Kategorileri: Z11, Z13, Z19

1. Introduction
The transformative possibilities of performative arts are known to be fostering 
mutuality and understanding of diverse communities with large diasporic 
populations. These artistic practices generically focus on making the unfamiliar 
familiar through enlarging the visibility of migrant generations countering 
misrecognition and otherization. As such, the display of diasporic subjectivity 
seeks to be included in the visual realm of popular culture, engaging in the 
narratives of the larger society. Thereby, seemingly dissonant cultural traits 
of otherized stereotypical members from diasporic and migrant communities 
such as Muslim individuals and groups of Muslim origin or identification can 
engage with a visual common sense of belonging. Critical cultural studies 
emphasized the growing Islamophobia in liberal western democracies (Allen, 
2010; Kumar, 2012; Semati, 2010; Sheridan, 2006). Yet, they did not touch 
upon at large the subaltern position of individualist Muslim identification rather 
than group identity of communal Muslim belonging. Halliday accentuates that 
the consideration of conflicts as religious controversy is perfectly misleading 
without considering the class relationship and network of wealth in “the 
West” and Muslim majority countries such as Turkey (Halliday, 1999). This 
ethnographic study with Muslim-identified diasporic artists in Canada and 
the US precisely not only exposes an attempt of recognition in the wider 
community, but also criticizes the fetishization of Muslim cultural identity 
to imagine related projects of ideal society based on mutual understanding of 
differences.  

This article explores how a subaltern group of Muslim self-identified artist 
engages through her/his persona with the dominant imagery of Muslim 
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identity and how this constitutes a form of self-design. The self-design has 
been articulated as the interest of the self for the individual to find recognition 
and admiration in the society (Axel et al., 2018). Thus, the performance of 
“self-design that one produces aesthetically relevant things and/or surround 
oneself with things” (Groys 2019) as a worldly gesture becomes the sign 
of spiritual value. In this sense, self-design can reflect shades of religiosity 
such as moderate Muslim or radical Islamist. The individualized version 
of “Muslim” cultural identity designates such agency act at the crossroads. 
Self-design distinguishes it from self-expression. As Jean-Luc Nancy (2005) 
inserts as the quality of the image, self-design manifested through public 
persona withdraws from the truth it manifests in the eyes of the beholder. It 
is a terrain of collective creative work among the artist and the viewer. For 
Durkheim (1976), the acceptance of religious beliefs is an acknowledgment 
of the ultimate superiority of society over the inferior individual. That is 
because individualism has been conceptualized as the motivation of individual 
decision-making for the realization of personal interests rather than group 
interests (Crittenden, 1992). However, self-design as a focal point means 
rewriting inner, psychological, political attitudes or economic interests on 
external media (Groys, 2019). Scholars accentuated on “postmillennial artists 
with the paradigm of ‘confessional art’ (Remes, 2010) that locates a more 
urgent and self-designed political framework as productive grounds for self-
subjectivity (Juliff & Early, 2019, p. 5)”. Following this perspective, I analyze 
the conceptualization of persona making in manifesting a particular ethical and 
political stance of Muslim artistic persona through the negative relationship of 
Islam with art and the problematic of Muslim identification for the artist in the 
inner community and wider.

The relationship between Islam and the performing arts has become an arena 
of a contest of great relevance to many actors. As Van Nieuwkerk (2012) states, 
“in Muslim-minority countries, any manifestation of Islamism, especially 
concerning art and expressive freedom, is carefully watched and interpreted 
as a sign of (lack of) integration and citizenship and hence ‘a discourse on 
the incompatibility of values between ‘us’ and ‘them’ has gained strong 
ground in many European countries’”(Nieuwkerk, 2012, pt. Introduction). 
In Muslim- majority countries as well as in the diaspora and beyond, the 
cultural field is assumed to be one of the last bastions of secularized elites. 
Accordingly, the general discourse about freedom of speech and expression, 
or artistic creativity, is that these freedoms are incompatible with Islam and 
that, “the lack of creative freedom marks the difference between Muslims 
and non-Muslims.” Recent years have witnessed many infamous incidences 
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that are claimed to support this mainstream idea such as Charlie Hebdo 
Massacre (7 January 2015). This research contends that diasporic artists of 
Muslim identification precisely aim to modify the societal practices of “ways 
of seeing” for both inner Muslim communities’ and wider society. As such this 
study tends to reveal the challenges that the diasporic artists encounter due to 
her/his Muslim identification, while the authorship of artistic production as a 
means of cultural cohesion signifies a higher level of political incorporation 
in diaspora.

This study encompasses the second-generation immigrant who achieved their 
citizenship status yet are still considered not totally part of the host community 
corpus. The receiving society significantly influences the way that the 
political incorporation (Bloemraad, 2006) becomes activated for immigrants 
and their descendants. Access to the political realm is also conditioned by 
how immigrants think about their place and the role that they can play in the 
adopted country. For sure, the United States and Canada used to be considered 
as “classic countries of immigration” (Brubaker, 1989) in which citizenship 
in both countries is said to be processed through easy naturalization policies 
(Bloemraad, 2006). The US and Canada are also identified as nations of 
immigration because immigration is part of the founding national ideal 
(Hollifield et al., 2014). Thereby, the two “major immigrant-receiving 
countries” (Bonikowska et al., 2011; Entorf & Minoiu, 2005) are among 
the few in the world that successfully combine heterogeneous populations 
(Laczko, 1994). However, in the post-9/11 era, the issues of immigration 
and security have become conjoined primarily in the US and its close border 
neighboring country, Canada (Adelman, 2002). As such, the social nature of 
citizenship constitutes the primary motif for analyzing artistic activities of 
Muslim-identified diaspora. 

In this sense, the study approaches political appropriation beyond the scope 
of a host country’s political institutions, administrative bureaucracies and 
integration policies. I undertake political incorporation as the activation of 
citizen engagement over and above formal civic participation. The second-
generation immigrants are not expected to have language barriers or 
unfamiliarity with mainstream institutions. The artists essentially are public 
figures. The reason why they chose to be artists in their adopted society also 
reveals the level that they highly envision their social engagement with the 
community surrounding the livelihood. This article argues that the scope of 
social mobilization for the immigrants’ generations from Muslim majority 
countries in both Canada and the US has been affected by the racialization 
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and strict stereotyping. Political incorporation involves actions taken by 
the individual immigrants as well as community organizations and leaders 
(Bloemraad, 2006, p. 677). Studies identified community leaders as “important 
catalysts” for immigrant mobilization (Bloemraad, 2006; Gilbertson & Singer, 
2003). This paper envisions diasporic artists also included in this categorization 
because the art can provide conduits of information and assistance with 
political incorporation. I question how the Muslim identified artists can deal 
with community organizations and informal associations as well as voluntary 
encounters with wider society through their art performances accessible to 
different audiences. As such, this research undertakes the diasporic artists 
performing in the cities of high multi-ethnic and cultural populations such 
as Chicago, New York in the US. Toronto and Montreal in Canada to better 
understand the way that diasporic subjectivity bargains with the constrains 
of identity presumptions and otherization that hinder genuine political 
incorporation of immigrant generations. 

While many diasporic artists from the “Middle East” deal with issues of Islamic 
art using religious concepts and signs or focusing on/drawing inspiration from 
the social, political, and religious background of the world, these particular 
artists that I investigate are not doing “Islamic art.” Islamic art is created 
especially for the service of the Muslim faith or Islamic rule. Thus, every 
artwork produced by Muslim artists is not part of Islamic art, or every artwork 
including Islamic concepts and terms is not Islamic. While such a distinction 
is already well-defined for non-Islamic religions, Muslim artists are popularly 
considered a practitioner of Islamic art that owns strict religious guidelines 
and hence not autonomous. Asef Bayat (2007) explains and conceptualizes 
this censorship with fun, amusement, and entertainment and how this ban is 
associated with artistic practices and audiences. This statement follows the 
idea that art becomes “haram” because it can influence your emotional state 
of mind and affect your behavior and make you lose your inhibitions (Bayat, 
2007). For instance, Frishkopf argues that the ban on art, such as the ban on 
music in Canadian Muslim communities, aims to state a distinct difference in 
the larger society of the host country (Frishkopf, 2011). As such proclaiming 
‘music is forbidden’ becomes a means of expressing Muslim identity within 
Canadian society and a force for unification by denying intrareligious cultural 
difference through multiculturalist mechanism of Canada. Various types of 
artistic practices are said to be banned in Islam due to the horror of idolatry 
and many Muslim authorities and communities in Muslim majority countries 
and the diaspora support this ban on types of art. 
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This ethnographic perspective provides a voice to a specific segment of the 
diaspora of Muslim majority country origin. The paper aims to reveal the 
hardships that artists eventually encounter as an outcast in the inner community 
due to their Muslim persona in their art practices. By this, this article questions 
the validity of the multiculturalist ideal based on group interests. The research 
demonstrates how artists’ self-design as part of their own artworks relate to 
contemporary political issues such as debates regarding anti-migrant feelings 
and nativist discourse in equal measure to the social exclusion of diasporic 
individuals in their own inner circle. Thus, the study reveals a broader context 
than its limited case study.

2. Method
The study generates an ethnography-focused view of artistic production 
and appreciation through the particular case study among the Muslim-
identified diasporic artists from Canada and the US. It combines qualitative 
content analysis with ethnographic data via artist interviews and participant 
observations of art events. An ethnographic study of artistic and cultural 
scene precisely reveals the conditions of societal recognition and aesthetic 
and diasporic production of subjecthood.  This methodological approach of 
combining ethnography with art-based activities and artifacts differentiates 
from cultural sociology and visual ethnography (O’Neill, 2008). As a 
matter of this specific research methodology, I undertake art practices as a 
complicated artefact in itself. As such the considered value of an artwork 
is wholly dependent on socio-cultural and political inter-relationships. The 
ethnographic study necessarily engages with the interpretation of art practices 
to provide a deeper understanding of artists’ works in conjunction with their 
artistic intention and own a personal narrative as part of the performance. As 
such, ethnographic study on biographic narrative includes the performative 
involving how experiences and events are conceived (Jones, 2006, p. 68; 
O’Neill, 2008).  This methodological approach provides not only “the prior 
set of assumptions for content analysis” (Bleiker et al., 2013, p. 403), but 
also forms content analysis as an interactive junction point of arts and social 
sciences.

This study surveys the self-Muslim identification of the diasporic artists in 
the case of the leading major migrant cities of eastern North America, namely 
Chicago, New York, Toronto, and Montreal. Data has been collected over 
several years of research between the years of 2013-2017 in the form of 
interviews with various diasporic artists as well as commentaries and images 
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taken from art festivals and community gatherings in the eastern US and Canada 
during my doctoral research. For my dissertation (Arda, 2016), I conducted 
in-depth interviews with 22 artists and 8 key members of art commissions 
from activist groups, at the same time engaging in participant observation 
research in numerous exhibitions, cultural festivals, community centers and 
migrant community gatherings and student unions. The interviewees have 
experience of performing for both inner circle gatherings and the larger 
society. The fieldwork mentioned here only encompasses the diasporic artists 
that identify their Muslim beliefs in their practices. This particular part of 
the dissertation explores the self-design to focus on combining the artistic 
persona with the communal understanding of religious affiliation. They are 
related to various Muslim associations such as the New York chapter of the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), Inner-City Muslim Action 
Network (IMAN), MuslimFest of Mississauga and Muslim Student Unions. 
CAIR defines itself “as America’s premier Muslim civil rights group, the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations has worked for more than 25 years 
to defend the constitution (CAIR New York, n.d.)”. I primarily investigate 
Muslim gatherings of entertainment events rather than communal Islamic 
practices. IMAN incorporated as a nonprofit in 1997 states it addresses 
systematic injustices through artistic expression (About – Inner-City Muslim 
Action Network, n.d.). MuslimFest launched in 2004, is an annual festival of 
Muslim arts and entertainment in Mississauga of Canada (MuslimFest About, 
n.d.). The educational level of interviewees is of a remarkably high degree, 
most of them have university and higher education diplomas. These Muslim 
identified artists are from diverse disciplines such as visual media, comedy, 
stand-up poetry, reggae music and documentary film. 

Indeed, the fieldwork results of the article are not generalizable to all Muslim 
artists or practitioners of Islamic artworks in the North American diaspora at 
large. It is essential here to acknowledge that Islam is not a unified religion as 
it is imagined to be in the West (Guindi & Eicher, 1999) and as it is claimed 
to be in the Islamist political movements searching for a unified ummah. As 
Haideh Moghissi, Saeed Rahnema and Mark Goodman put forward, “Islam 
contrary to simplistic views in the West – views shared, ironically, by the 
Muslim orthodoxy – is not a monolithic religion” and that heresiographers 
have identified over seventy-two sects within the religion, each considering 
itself the ‘saved sect’ and the others as misguided (Moghissi et al., 2009, pp. 
8–9). The study of this paper is limited to the diasporic artists that perform 
their Muslim religiosity in their public persona. They refer to their religious 
identity or community in their artworks. Other diasporic artists do not 
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appropriate Muslim belief, although they can mention that they are considered 
ethnically culturally Muslim because of their country of origin or their name 
and skin color. The fieldwork is limited to Chicago, New York, Toronto, and 
Montreal. Yet, the artist interviewees have been performing across the US and 
Canada and state the experiences across the North American art scene. The 
following section will focus on Muslim identified artist persona and artistic 
intention and experiences that they have along with their continuing art life. 
Thus, this study foregrounds different sects, movements, ideas from amongst 
the Muslim diaspora in Canada and US and the ways that Muslim artists 
engage with art and popular culture as potential sites to manifest their self 
through their religio-ethical normative ideas and projects reflected on their 
own self- design as Muslim identified artists.

3. Muslim Artist as Artwork
The individuality of the artist becomes explicit in art-making of contemporary 
art. Hence, Muslim artists work on the political design of Muslim-self’s 
appearance. The production of one’s own public self has already emerged as 
the common practice of the ‘high-technological’ art. As Groys states, “visual 
media that, throughout the twentieth century, transformed a vast number of 
people into objects of surveillance, attention, and contemplation” (Groys, 
2010, p. 14). Political Islam is also envisioned as performative and based 
on self-design of identity. “Bodies classified as Muslim are based not on the 
agency of subjects but appeals to Islam” (Tyrer, 2014, p. 150). While the 
pious performance through self-design becomes a marker of religiosity, both 
Muslims and non-Muslims recognize “Muslims” through this self-design 
rather than religious principles or a specific agency in the public sphere. Here, 
the assumed transcendental quality of religiosity and Islam become empirical 
in the self-designing practices of Muslims. Accordingly, the cover image 
of Art News Magazine (USA, November 2014) precisely portrays such an 
image: an American flag hijab-wearing woman. Interestingly, the subject of 
the cover image in the article by Lilly Wei mentions the increase of women 
artists in the Middle East and North Africa as well as the exhibition “Here 
and Elsewhere” at the New Museum in New York. Thus, the selection of this 
particular cover image visualizes the Muslim women artists as embracing 
American freedom of expression through means of free choice and eventually 
creativity. Yet, the “Here and Elsewhere” exhibition was not displaying pious 
art examples or artworks of Muslim artists, but the works of artists originally 
from Muslim majority countries. What should be underscored here is that 
creativity combined with Muslimhood reflects an adaptation to the “American 
spirit” through visual signs of self-design. 
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Many self-identified Muslim artists and Sunni claimed art performers have 
gradually practiced more contemporary art techniques and practices rather 
than art forms known as traditional dominant Islamic art such as poetry, 
calligraphy, or marbling (ebru) or they reform these conventional Islamic 
art forms. Medea Rasheed, one of my interviewees, is a young artist from 
Waterloo, Canada. Her Kurdish family immigrated to Canada from Baghdad. 
Her artistic expertise is in Arabic calligraphy design. She was selected as one 
of the young talents across Canada for exhibiting her artwork in National 
Gallery in 2013 (So You Want To Be an Artist?, 2013). Medea explained to me 
how she thinks of the jury when they review her art in conjunction with her 
Muslim identity (M. Rasheed, personal communication, 2014): 

I am wearing hijab, because you are Muslim, it does not mean that I 
can’t. The one that is selected for the contest of National Gallery was 
totally different than my other paintings. It is a skull. I know that I can 
do other things than my Islamic works. I wanted to extend my art space 
for this competition. They were not expecting this skull from me. They 
say “wow.” 

In Medea’s case, there is the aesthetic play of contrasts: not a non-Muslim 
artist drawing a skull, but a hijab wearing Muslim artist who draws a skull 
is more appealing in the scene of contemporary art. The artist persona is part 
of the artwork. Here, indeed, the Muslim identification has been expressed 
through the self-design. As such while the mainstream media continuously 
reduces Muslim identity to the specific religious anti-art practices of Islam as 
in the case of aniconism or to the attacks of radical Islam on art, Medea’s case 
of a hijabi artist and her non-Islamic artwork precisely indicates high value 
in cultural realm. The self-design of the artist combining her identification 
with Muslim belief challenges the consideration that Islamic culture is against 
creativity. But more importantly, the marker of religiosity in the public sphere 
proceeds through visuality.  Thereby, Medea registers in the inner Muslim 
community and broader Canadian society. Thus, the external form of the ritual, 
here the veil, signifies a material difference rather than a specific religious 
agency.  

Representations of Muslims as active subjects rather than naturalized bodies 
or passive followers of a dogmatic religion constitute a response to the 
mainstream portraiture of Muslims in the public sphere. Accordingly, Cyrus 
McGoldrick stated that the audience was surprised to see a Muslim rapper 
with a kufi1 and beard in stages during his performances in bars (R. Khan, 
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personal communication, 2013). Cyrus McGoldrick, The Raskol2 Khan as his 
performance name, is an American Muslim of Iranian and Irish descent who 
used to work as civil rights manager at the New York chapter of CAIR, the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations3. Cyrus is a hip-hop artist, poet and 
spoken word artist and activist who graduated from Columbia University at the 
Department of Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African Studies (MESAAS). 
He is a believer of Sunni Islam in contrast to his Shia Iranian origin. We met 
in Madison Square Park for our interview. Cyrus defines this surprising effect 
that permits him to break through whatever the prejudice is based on the 
appearance: “I wanted to present an image for people to show that you don’t 
need to compromise your Islam in order to fit into broader movement. I did 
not become mainstream at all as non-threatening. I think people should be 
threatening certain status-quo.” The self-design of Raskol Khan deconstructs 
the imagery of the political Islamist, the Muslim, the Muslim American and 
the musician all at once. Yet, such self-design in artist’s view also resists 
the specific understanding of the naturalization process in which integration 
of migrant generations can also mean the absence of critique for the wider 
societal issues and problems. Hence, the integration is not generically 
conceptualized as a reciprocal event with two-fold exchange of ideas for the 
assembled community. Here, Raskol Khan staged by Cyrus indicates that the 
artistic critique is not only the privilege of who is assumed to belong to “host” 
culture. Cyrus stated that he does not want to be undertaken for a “moderate 
Muslim” that signifies misidentification with Muslim belief and hiding the 
ritual markers of self-design as many Muslim American felt obliged to in other 
fields of popular and high cultural realm to fit in the American mainstream. 

Art and culture festivals that primarily target subaltern community members 
also exhibit alternative Muslim imaginary that distinguishes from the 
commonsensical dichotomy of the Muslim with the art. “Takin’ it To the 
Streets,” defined as, “international festival where artistic expression,

spirituality and urban creativity 
inspire social change” has 
been organized by the Inner-
City Muslim Action Network 
(IMAN) (HOME, n.d.) in 
Chicago since 1997. The 
festival defines its goal as, 
“bridging today’s cultural 
divides by connecting diverse 
racial, ethnic, and religious 
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communities through a dynamic festival (Takin’ It to the Streets, n.d.)”. The 
festival’s website also states that Takin’ It to the Streets is recognized throughout 
the city and country as a one-of-a-kind outdoor gathering of Muslims pro-
actively engaging their society through artistic expression, community 
forums, a bazaar, and sports tournaments (Takin’ It to the Streets, n.d.).When I 
attended the festival, there were an ethnically diverse crowd coming to listen 
to the music in the Marquette Park, the famous park that Martin Luther King 
marched through for the fair housing protest in August 1966. The participation 
from the Muslim African American audience was high. Thus, different kinds 
of culture and hence various understandings of art and Islam were practiced 
by the spectacle. While there were several calls for prayer on one side, there 
was a graffiti artist’s show at the other side of the park. Both the members 
of the audience and the performers were gender-mixed. For instance, one 
of the performers, Brother Ali danced with burka-clad dancers on the stage. 
In contrast, during the MuslimFest in Mississauga of Canada, there was no 
dancing on stage and among the audience when I attended in 2014.  

Indeed, The IMAN Festival did not attract mass media attention. Zain Ali 
Shamoon told me that media does not pay enough attention to this festival 
because this diversity of spectacle would contradict their discriminative 
imagery of Muslims. Zain is a Pakistani-American artist who is 25 years 
old. He is also a doctoral student in Human Development and Family 
Studies at Michigan State University. He stated (Z. A. Shamoon, personal 
communication, 2013): 

FOX news is afraid to coming to an event like that. It is the showcase 
of all the Muslims in America. If they were to allow people to observe 
how Muslims look, so much colors in this park… So much diversity, 
even in expression, age and if they expose that, people would not be 
afraid of Muslims as they are now… 

In that sense, Zain 
contends that media 
perpetuates anti-Mus-
lim sentiments by cons-
ciously disregarding 
Muslim believers’ 
diversity with their 
individualized version 
of the Islamic faith. 
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Such individuality precisely has been showcased with the manifestation of 
already-known dominant aesthetics features of Muslimness with artistic 
practices either as audience or performer. Thereby, the combination of art with 
Muslim identification americanizes Islam that is considered incompatible with 
mainstream American portraiture.  

Certainly, the self-design of Muslim artist as a part of his artwork can display 
the absurdity of Muslim stereotyping. I met Azhar Usman, a lawyer turned 
in comedian and stand-up artist, in Takin’It to the Streets Fest in June 2013. 
Azhar is, the co-founder of the international comedy showcase “Allah Made 
Me Funny–The Official Muslim Comedy Tour,” that has toured over 20 
countries, on five continents.4 Allah Made Me Funny is a comedy band of 
three Muslim stand-up artists, Azhar Usman, Mo Amer and Preacher Moss. 
They focus on the incidences of being Muslim in the USA after September 11 
and also the diasporic way of life and being part of a Muslim family. One of 
Azhar’s famous sketches from his performance “Allah Made Me Funny” is 
about his experience of air travel: 

Imagine how it feels like looking like me and walking to the airport. 
Heads turn simultaneously. Security guy says ‘We got Mohammed at 5 
o’clock right there. I was just waiting for an honest passenger to come 
to me and say, “Excuse me sir, I thought you are gone kill us.”’ (Islamic 
Documentary Films & Shorts, 2007) 

In our meeting, Azhar told 
me that he participated 
to IMAN festival many 
times (A. Usman, personal 
communication, June 2013). 
In contrast to Zain, Azhar 
has an Islamic image that he 
keeps on the stage. When I 
was on an airplane looking at 
my flyer of IMAN Taking’It to 
the Streets Festival, the person 

sitting next to me told me that the person (Azhar Usman) that I am going to do 
an interview with looks very frightening. To be honest, I was hesitant to shake 
his hand when we met each other because I know that devout Muslims do not 
shake women’s hands from my local experiences in Turkey. I was thinking 
of him to be probably a strict devout Muslim based on his self-design with 
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easy stereotyping of long Islamic beard. Azhar stated that the long beard he 
has does not need to be a sign for his stereotyped Muslim practices but could 
perfectly just a reminder of his grandfather that he loves. Azhar explained 
why he stages with his long beard: “The beard is not about audience it’s about 
me…I grew my beard after this poem of Sufi…It’s about my relation with 
God”. Azhar repeatedly insisted that he does not carry any message through 
his art and what he wants to do is only art but not politics, while he can only 
represent himself rather than Muslim community. Hence the mission of peace 
building between the communities does not attract him so much as a goal for 
art: 

Because I am Muslim and I am talking about Islam and things that I 
think...If anyway it effects incidentally to challenge Islamophobia it’s 
good and beautiful but it’s not my goal. My goal is to make people laugh 
and think. I only want to be me. (A. Usman, personal communication, 
June 2013)

Azhar also stated he is in a transitional stage and that although he performs 
mostly for Muslim audiences, he intends to perform for a larger segment of 
the US spectacle. In that sense, the fact that Azhar has been firstly considered 
to be an artist of inner Muslim community rather than a simple American artist 
prioritizes his religious identity and over-politicizes the quality of its art. In 
doing so, it overshadows Azhar’s intention of reaching a wider society. 

On the other side of this reflection of individualized Islam by Muslim artists that 
I mentioned above, there are also works that primarily designate for a unified 
Islam in the diaspora while they reconfigure individuality with communal 

unity. They can be distinguished 
from the previous examples above in 
their fact-based study of suggestions 
to internal communal problems in 
the Muslim diaspora as well as their 
formal ties with Muslim authorities. 
“UnMosqued”, the documentary 
movie by Ahmed Eid in 2014, 
propagates for the individualization 
of Muslim identity to achieve unified 
Islam and to prevent alienation. The 
movie has been screened in Canada 
and the USA in several Islamic 
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and Muslim centers.  I 
attended the screening of 
this film at the University 
of Toronto by the Muslim 
Student Association 
(MSA). According to the 
American-Mosque 2011 
report study, in a little over 
30 years, Muslims have 
established over 2,000 
mosques all across the 
country, and today, only 

10% of all Muslims in America attend these mosques (“UnMosqued Film 
Stirs Debate among N.A. Muslims,” n.d.). The documentary focuses on the 
need for reform in many American mosques to prevent alienation in the US. 
It follows the story of young pro-reform young people to get elected to the 
leadership board. It addresses critical issues of women and youth participation 
in mosques, transparency of governance, and hiring imams who understand 
the North American context. 

What is especially unique in this 
gathering was not only the demand to 
reform for projected unified diasporic 
ummah, but also how such message 
was delivered by the creators of the 
documentary. The self-design of Atif 
Mahmud for the UofT screening 
displayed the artistic component 
parallel to earlier mentioned examples 
of individualized Islam by other 
Muslim artists. In fact, both director 
and producer Ahmed Eid and other 
producer Atif Mahmud got a lot of 
attention from young audience during 
the discussion and after the debate 
at University of Toronto (UofT) 

screening of the documentary. After the screening and discussion, several 
people wanted to have a selfie with Atif. His kufi with silver-colored details 
and matched sport shoes that were part of his costume indicated a possibility 
for “cool” Islam matching the reality of younger generations. That is because 
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the imaginary of unified Islam cannot accord with the self-acknowledgment of 
the young Muslim diaspora. Thus, the documentary expresses the idea that not 
isolation from but adaptation to what is assumed “Western” can remedy the 
alienation of the young Muslim generation in this understanding. 

Creativity and the appreciation of the creativity are understood to require 
freedom and freedom of thought. The imagery of the “Muslim” in the Western 
dominant discourse is that s/he is not capable of artistic production because 
faith has been associated with submission to group rules. Yet, these critical 
subaltern group of Muslim identified diasporic artists are inclined into 
constructing their art and creative substance in ways that make reference to 
their group belonging and difference to both in-group and out-group. Their 
public persona exhibits the heterogeneity of contemporary Muslim ritualistic 
practices as a product of changing historical, cultural and political processes 
as well as the political appropriation of their actual community in the diaspora. 

4. Negative Critiques from Inner Muslim Communities
The artist witnessing her own multi-layered subjectivity in self-design 
challenges the given strict orderings of subject and society alike. It proceeds 
through shortening or canceling the link between the idea of subjective agency 
and form as self-design. As such, the meaning and the image do not need to meet 
in the sense that “you are how you appear”. This self-design also contradicts the 
imagery of unified Islam and ummah in the diaspora. It deconstructs designed 
camps of both assumed ‘Westerness’ versus Muslim identity. That follows that 
inner Muslim communities’ members can systematically criticize the artist 
persona of Muslim identification. That having been said, my interviewees 
forming an oppositional group in the Muslim diaspora. They accentuated the 
issue of communal pressure on their self-design as a Muslim artist. These 
objections on the artistic conduct can be addressed by the individual members 
of the inner-community or the leading members of Muslim institutions and 
organizations that are economically and socially supported by the Muslim 
unions and solidarity groups and religious authorities such as imams or locally 
famous preachers. The negative objections necessarily limit these Muslim 
identified artists’ staging of her/his artistic performances.  

The negative critiques on artists engaging with Muslim persona essentially 
indicate the incompatibility of their art with Islamic precepts or the qualities 
of the good Muslim. These critiques aim to make them recognize the 
incompatibility and change their conduct accordingly. As such, they can either 
not mark their Muslim identification or they can perform under the rules that 
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what is dominantly envisioned as “Islamic”.  Cyrus mentioned that he used to 
get lots of emails criticizing him for doing music because music is considered 
haram in Islam (R. Khan, personal communication, 2013). He told me that he 
used to reply to them by stating that in the Qur’an, not music but some musical 
instruments are banned because of the danger of getting into a haram situation. 
However, he stated that after taking her Islamic view more seriously, he no 
longer plays hip-hop music, but he prefers playing reggae that he thinks to be 
universal and more prone to raise critical perspectives. Cyrus also stated that 
he no longer performs in bars because he finds his most diverse audience in 
colleges. In that sense, Cyrus checks his artistic conduct according to what he 
considers appropriate for a politically engaged Muslim artist.  

In our meeting with Azhar in festival organized by the Taking’It to the Streets 
festival by Inner-City Muslim Action Network (IMAN), Azhar also stated the 
tension between Muslim identified artists and inner-community critiques: 

This tension with IMAN and people associated with IMAN for the 
festival itself. We need to have the blessing of ulema5 of religion in 
order to have this festival validated. The simple thing you don’t. When 
there is tension there, music is haram, down concern about women and 
men dancing on the stage. (A. Usman, personal communication, June 
2013)

Azhar also emphasized the criticism that he receives because of his art 
performance and states that he does not receive Islamophobic critique. 
According to Azhar, most of the negative comments to his work come from 
Muslim audiences and inner Muslim community members who do not 
acknowledge the Quran and Sunnah scholars. That is why they negatively 
criticize Azhar’s art through wrongly referring to Islamic rules: “They 
(producers of Muslim negative critiques) view the religion in their view of 
religion, my stand-up is not ethical to Islam.  They don’t know me…It is 
idiotic, and it is just like why you are doing Ph.D. while they do not know 
about academia, what is research to base their critique on it”. In this context, 
the manifestation of diversified identification with the Muslim faith in artistic 
practices cannot be regarded as legitimate by all the in-group members.  

Thus, the growing requests of the Islamic appropriation by inner-community 
opinion leaders on the festival could probably change the regulations of artistic 
practices in the upcoming years and can provoke a more unified way of doing 
art and hence eliminate this diversity of cultural adaptations of Islam and art 
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culture. I asked Zain if he gets harsh critiques from the radical Muslim camp. 
Zain replied that one’s self-design is a problem if you are identified as Muslim 
artist. He also emphasized that he does not get critiques because of his poetry, 
as it is a tradition in Islam. The negative critiques that he receives mostly 
about the topics that he chooses for his art such as domestic violence and 
sexual assault. Zain makes his PhD research on domestic violence and sexual 
violence in South Asian community. He stated that “They (members of the 
in-group) don’t want to hear it because it is probably happening in their house- 
make them not comfortable that I bring them up – they say you make Muslims 
look bad but it’s inverse.” Zain claims that if the Muslim diaspora wants to 
cultivate a community, it should first deal with issues that ruin members, such 
as domestic violence. He emphasized that denying such problems in the inner 
communities and only focusing on Islamophobia do not benefit the Muslim 
diaspora. Zain not only criticizes white supremacy in the US, but also focuses 
on injustice within Muslim communities as well. Criticizing inner community 
relations as attitude of the artistic conduct can be considered as treason while 
Muslim communities are defined as in danger by Islamophobic discrimination 
in the diaspora (Z. A. Shamoon, personal communication, 2013).

As such, the documentary movie of UnMosqued by Ahmed Eid also 
encountered various negative critiques on its argument about the need to 
reform the mosques’ organization. The comments published on the University 
of Toronto in ISNA Canada’s website emphasized that the documentary brings 
essential issues; however, the website also prioritizes negative critical views: 
“One recurring theme of the film is the archaic vision and governance style 
employed by an older generation that runs our mosques. This is a valid point, 
but the film doesn’t balance this by acknowledging the work done by these 
immigrant leaders, who put in precious time and resources into establishing 
our mosques (Gilani, 2014). Ahmed Eid states in the discussion after the 
screening at the University of Toronto that they have to respect the older 
generations and all the sacrifices that they made but “There is a place for 
everyone at all times (“UnMosqued Film Stirs Debate among N.A. Muslims,” 
n.d.)”.  As such, the subaltern artist does not just criticize wider society’s
dominant social categories but also critically analyzes the regulations in the 
community’s inner circle. 

Hence, these “subaltern” contemporary diasporic artists of Muslim self-
design question the regulations of Muslim communities’ authorities, scholars, 
and more totalitarian ideas on how to do art. While they mainly perform for 
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Muslim audiences, they still perform for a diverse community of different 
cultures with varied interpretations of Islam. 

5. Conclusion
The artists mentioned above and artworks display an individualized Islam 
through their own self-design of being Muslim. In doing so, they both criticize 
the “Western” mainstream discourse of discrimination against Muslims while 
they also rebel against the communal authority in the in-group. While some 
insist that art and politics have to be separated and that they only aim to do 
art, others declared that art must engage in social justice issues and be the 
vehicle of change in both Muslim communities and the adopted societies. 
Their critical stance as artists can limit their visibility in the inner circle of 
diasporic community and broader society because their artistic value has been 
primarily judged through their identification of being Muslim. 

Thus, the criteria for artistic achievement have been conditioned by identity 
politics. This issue eventually reduces the scope of their artistic intention 
and appreciation. This subaltern stance of these specific Muslim-identified 
diasporic artists that individually work on their self-design is becoming the 
multipliers of religious identity and subsequent social classifications while 
they do not emphasize a religiously defined group identity. In fact, they 
actually disrupt the boundary towards the dominant out-group in their adopted 
countries. The study demonstrates that the apparent Muslim identification of 
the artist can grant a surprising effect for the art audience and creative status 
for the artist. Thus the creativity envisioned with individuality has not been 
constructed with the Muslim belief that projected as group membership based 
on submission of communal rules. 

In a paradoxical twist, the Muslim dress code in the artistic performance can 
articulate community membership while it manifests the individuality of 
Muslim belief as well as the critical stance of the artist resisting the status 
quo. The artist of Muslim identification rejects the stigma of the Muslim 
faith with submission as a marker of lack of creativity. Wearing the overtly 
Muslim symbols in the artistic act bonds them to the in-group and the out-
group. Thereby, the critical Muslim identified diasporic artist can present a 
two-fold dissident character to oppose prejudice in the inner community and 
broader society. The artistic status as such reveals the political appropriation 
that exceeds the minority status and underlines the diasporic in-group as an 
integrated part of the majority and the adopted country politics. 
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The self-design of the artist can become both the marker of Muslim identity and 
the dissident stance responding to stereotyping and prejudice in the inner and 
out-group. Indeed, the identity is established here not at the level of the essence 
but on the appearance of art performances. The artist Muslims’ construction 
of public persona – the production of public self- rests in the non-dualistic 
formation of the Western yet Muslim self-image. Such aestheticization of the 
artist contributes to alternative imaginaries of the Middle Eastern diaspora in 
the contemporary art scene and can indeed provide more visibility to different 
subjectivities that are not present in the mainstream discourse. Their artist 
personality here encompasses several stereotyping qualifications of these 
societies that they criticize through their art. 

But more importantly, the public appearance of Muslim artists is an individual 
act and not a communal one in the sense that they do not represent a community, 
but they reflect an individualized version of their socializations. The specific 
case of diasporic artists with Muslim persona and their experience of social 
exclusion in the inner and broader communities necessarily demonstrate that 
critical thought should undertake the constraints against individuality under 
cultural identity-based thinking of ideal social cohesion of heterogeneous 
populations. The reductionist overview of political appropriation based 
on the multicultural review of society disregards individuals struggling 
to express themselves beyond generic group identifications. In the case of 
Muslim identified artists, the valuation of their art through a cultural or ethnic 
artifact or the consideration of their art through group identity precepts do 
not prioritize the artist’s individuality. The ideal naturalization of immigrant 
generations primarily necessitates free choice in selecting access points in the 
adopted society’s politics. 

FOOTNOTES:
1 Kufi: Hat known mostly worn by men of Islamic faith. 

2 Raskol name comes from Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov.Character 
from Dostoyevsky’s book of “Crime and Punishment”. For more info 
about Cyrus Mcgoldrick: http://rue89.nouvelobs.com/2010/11/11/cyrus-
le-rappeur-musulman-qui-dit-salam-alikoum-a-new-york-175075

3 There are various accusations about CAIR for having ties with international 
terrorist groups. CAIR is announced as terrorist group by United Arab 
Emirates while it is not designated terror group by the U.S. government, 
which is a major ally and trading partner of the U.A.E. Retrieved from 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2014/11/17/why-
the-u-a-e-is-calling-2-american-groups-terrorists

4 “His comedy has been profiled/reviewed by over 100 major world media 
outlets including The New York Times, The Economist, BBC, The 
Guardian, NPR, TIME Magazine, Al-Jazeera, USA Today, and Fox News.
(BIO, n.d.)

5 Muslim theologians and scholars
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